California Oil Spill Study and Evaluation Program (COSSEP) Proposal
Submission Form
CDFW Office of Spill Prevention and Response
1) TITLE of PROPOSAL

2) APPLICANT INFORMATION: Name, mailing address, phone number, and e-mail address of the applicant.
Name
Address

City
email

State

Zip Code

Phone Number

3) COLLABORATORS: Name(s), and affiliation(s) of collaborator(s) and their expertise or role in the planned
study.

4) PRIMARY STUDY CRITERIA: Select only one of five study criteria as the primary category for the
proposal. If the proposal fits multiple criteria, pick the primary criteria that it meets, then use the text box to
justify how this proposal aligns with this category. You may also use the text box to indicate other secondary
study categories that the proposal aligns with, if applicable.
Investigation and evaluation of applied spill prevention and response programs and technologies
The effects of oil or response activities on fish, wildlife, habitat and water quality
Best achievable protection strategies
Wildlife collection and rehabilitation resulting from oil spills in waters of the State
Natural resource damage assessment technologies and methods

5) ABSTRACT: A brief description of the purpose or benefit of the project, project methods or design, and
expected final result or product.

6) HYPOTHESES AND OBJECTIVES: State the goal or explicit hypotheses and specific aims of the study.

7) SIGNIFICANCE TO OSPR: Describe how the project will further the goals of the Oil Spill Prevention and
Response programs.

8) EXPERIMENTAL PLAN: Describe the plan for the experimental design of the project.

Click on following box to continue Experimental Plan

Continuation of Experimental Plan:

9) PROJECT DURATION (1-3 years): The proposal should specifically describe at least one year of work. If the
proposal is for multiple years, describe what work will be performed each year and the specific aims that will be
investigated within the overall context of the study.

10) END-PRODUCT: Identify what the end-product of the study or project will be (e.g. field test kit,
database, written report, etc.). Successful applicants will be strongly encouraged to publish their findings.

11) SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDS: List additional funding that has been received (or applied for) which can be
used to directly support this proposals research.

NOTE: You must also attach 1) the estimated budget for this proposal and 2) any literature cited as
attachments.

